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FluidExercise E750 Cycle UBE  
 

The FluidExercise E750 Cycle upper-body
ergometer (UBE) is a high-quality,
commercial-grade machine that offers
maximum versatility of use, including
recumbent cycling and bi-directional upper-
body-arm riding while seated or standing.
The E750 features a dual-function pedal
cage, foot straps and ergonomically
designed handles for upper body use. The
E750 resistance is adjusted via the
patented twin-tank system with adjustable
fluid resistance in 10 levels and the speed
is controlled by the user. The E750
remains silky smooth and consistent at
very low RPMs and is capable of handling
the high speeds of a HIIT workout. This
wide variation in load and speed options
allows you to effectively train according to
any workout program. If needed, the low-
profile seat can be rotated 90 degrees for
easy entry and exit. This unique feature is
ideal for deconditioned and rehabilitation
athletes.

 CHF 3'690.00  
      

      

The FluidExercise E750 Cycle UBE upper body ergometer is suitable as a recumbent ergometer for
lower body training and upper body trainer for training and rehabilitation. The upper body workout can
be performed standing or sitting.

The FluidExercise E750 Cycle UBE upper body ergometer offers options to work virtually any muscle
group, target strength, build endurance and restore stability, flexibility and balance.

Features:

Resistance generation through water resistance
10 adjustable resistance levels (Adjustable Resistance (AR)) by means of rotary knob
Auto-Adjust (level on console display adjusts to tank level)
Forward and backward movements possible
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User-friendly training computer (Interactive Performance Monitor): LCD display for time, distance,
speed, calories burned per hour, resistance level, heart rate, wheel rotation, watts
Bluetooth compatible for integration of rowing and fitness APP's
Tank made of unbreakable polycarbonate
Stainless steel water wheel
Handle/pedal bar with counterweight 360° rotating (adjustment in 5 degree steps) for optimal
height adjustment and for standing or sitting training position
comfortable seat with backrest
side handles for better stability
seat can be turned 90° for easy access (access aid)
seat height 54cm
dual grips: foot pedals combined with upper body handles
forward and backward movements possible
color: grey
Indicative price CHF 4'299.--

Use: home use to commercial continuous use, payload: approx. 150kg
Equipment dimensions: L133 x W97 x H152cm, space requirement: L253 x B217cm, weight 111.4kg
(without water filling)
Accessories: integrated pulse receiver
Options: Transmitter belt, floor mat
Warranty: home use: 1 year on labor, 2 years on spare parts (excludes consumables); commercial use:
1 year on labor and spare parts (excludes consumables).
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